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Bruce Mau predicted in the year 2000

What is hybridity in Design?

Technology is changing art both through

While many definitions of hybridity in graphic

technical hybridity in his near future. Fifteen

Hybridity is the cross-breeding (or even

new ways of making as well as new ways of

design are more about layering a digital

years later we have uncountable tools and

cross-blending) of multiple elements. Today,

approaching viewers. Many graphic design-

reality on to the way of making and viewing

resources ready to use by a designer.

artists and designers interpret this notion in

ers’ works are no longer limited to physical

the work, I wanted to define this notion

Attempting to declare the discrete bound-

a variety of ways. The Walker Art Center

objects, but instead communicate in diverse

more broadly.

ary of any practice, where one ends and

asserts that there are two concepts of

ways. Images can now be active, virtual,

another begins, has become arbitrary and

hybridity that can be applied to art today.

transformable, or sharable. “We are immersed

Before I defined hybridity in graphic design,

artificial. On the contrary, the overlap is

One example of this is material hybridity.

in a hybridized environmental and augmented

I wanted to see how hybridity was used in

where the greatest innovation is happening.

Many artists incorporate more than just

reality on a daily basis. For artists working

other areas. The term originated in biology,

For example, the intersection of cinema

materials or techniques to create hybrid art

with and responding to new technologies, the

and has contemporarily expanded into

and software, or of the analog and the

forms. Combinations of still images, moving

hybridization of physical with digital elements

numerous academic disciplines such as multi-

digital, is charged with hybridity.1

images, sound, digital media, and found

has become a reflexive reaction to this strange

culturalism, globalization, linguistics and the

objects can create new hybrid art forms that

dichotomy.”

arts. The definition and application changes

3

This means contemporary designers have

go beyond what traditional artists have

depending on the area where it is applied.

even wider options to make choices. When

previously imagined. Another example is

This might lead to some confusion when

facing endless options, they need to be wiser

cultural hybridity. Both physically and

understanding hybridity. When consulting the

in making the best choices. Prioritizing the

virtually, artists are able to travel and

dictionary we are given a simpler definition.

importance and concentrating the designer’s

engage many different cultures throughout

Hybrid:

own process will save time and energy to

the world. Their work often explores issues of

1. B
 iology the offspring of two plants or

produce better work. While not every

personal and cultural identity.2

animals of different species or varieties.

designer is working for hybridity, I hope that

2. A
 thing made by combining two

my journey to find successful hybridity

different elements; a mixture.5

can help and guide other designers to make
In order to apply this notion to art more

better decisions.

clearly, I abstracted this idea of hybridity with
a further simplification: A+B= C. In graphic
Figure 02. Joey Holder. 2012. Digital Baroque.
http://www.joeyholder.com/digitalbaroque-documentation/.

Figure 01. Nam June Paik. 1971. TV Cello.

design, when applying multiple elements,
A and B, a third element, C, is produced
through hybridity. It opens to any number of

Joey Holder’s Digital Baroque exhibition

possibilities aesthetically and conceptually.

destabilizes the boundary between the

Any result of mixture can be hybridity.

“artificial” and “organic.” Saturated in

However, different values should be used

color, prehistoric organisms and minerals

to evaluate each hybrid result. Combining

move in symbiosis with computer-

two elements, A and B does not necessarily

generated biomorphs and projections;

create a mixture of A and B, but instead

the subject matter becomes inextricable

a completely different value, C. The goal of

from its modes of display.

my research is to find how that third element

4

is created and what makes successful
hybridity in design.
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I find that cooking is a potent metaphor in
defining hybridity. I enjoy cooking and make
my own dishes almost every day. By adding
multiple ingredients into my cooking process,
a variety of dishes can be made. Every dish
will taste and look different depending on
how it is made. With the same ingredients,
not every cook makes the same dish. Every
cook has their own recipe and experience
with given ingredients. As a Korean, I make
Korean food most of the time, even though
I purchase local ingredients at an American
grocery store. I reflect on my own experience
and food culture with certain ingredients,
and I cook them in my own way. This process
is the same in design. It provides an array

1. B
 ruce Mau. Life Style.
(London: Phaidon Press, 2000)

Form to Form

2. “Elements and Principles of Today’s Art:
Hybridity,” Walker Art Center,
http://schools.walkerart.org/arttoday/
index.wac?id=2377

Before I determined my research topic of graphic hybridity, I explored
how I could visualize my initial research direction; acculturation—
assimilate or cause to assimilate a different culture.6 I decided to do

e

some form experiments.

3. A
 my Knight. ‘Hybridity in New Art.’ Dazed.
November 18, 2012,
http://www.dazeddigital.com/artsandculture/article/15085/1/hybridity-in-new-art.
2012.
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I randomly chose five different pictures of vegetables and fruits.

R

I created a morphing system in Adobe After Effects. When I inserted
those five random forms, they changed the relationship to the next
object. The result created completely different forms. I captured

4. A
 my Knight. ‘Hybridity in New Art.’ Dazed.
November 18, 2012,
http://www.dazeddigital.com/artsandculture/article/15085/1/hybridity-in-new-art.
2012.
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moments which were visually arresting—a hairy tomato, a sparky

broccoli and a striped green cherry. It was the moment ordinary objects
turned into extraordinary ones. They began to show different visual

results when compared to their original form. The result was a hybrid

5. New Oxford American Dictionary.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2013)

of different forms and colors.

of possibilities when a designer reflects on
their own experience, perspective, knowledge,

After this work, I became interested in graphic hybridity. I thought of

culture. Before cooking, a chef has their own

exploring the hybrid mixture of things—whether different materials,

recipe or some plan in their mind, but this

techniques, tools, forms or ideas had a number of possibilities

does not necessarily produce the exact same

to explore.

result. The dish can taste differently depending on kitchen conditions, control of heat,
or freshness of ingredients. If I mistakenly
fail to control the heat or add different sauces,
it may result in an unplanned dish. Except

P

for complete failures, sometimes the result is
better than what was originally intended.
This is one of the joys I find in cooking. I can
plan ahead, but not every plan guarantees
the exact same result. A table with that food
becomes a memorable story to share. I believe
hybridity is just like this dish: a successful
result full of different decisions.
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Form to Form
Before I determined my research topic of graphic hybridity, I explored
how I could visualize my initial research direction; acculturation—
assimilate or cause to assimilate a different culture.6 I decided to do
some form experiments.
I randomly chose five different pictures of vegetables and fruits.
I created a morphing system in Adobe After Effects. When I inserted
those five random forms, they changed the relationship to the next
object. The result created completely different forms. I captured
moments which were visually arresting—a hairy tomato, a sparky
broccoli and a striped green cherry. It was the moment ordinary objects
turned into extraordinary ones. They began to show different visual
results when compared to their original form. The result was a hybrid
of different forms and colors.
After this work, I became interested in graphic hybridity. I thought of
exploring the hybrid mixture of things—whether different materials,
techniques, tools, forms or ideas had a number of possibilities
to explore.

6. 2013. New Oxford American Dictionary.
Oxford: Oxford University Press
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Screen Printing
I primarily used screen printing as a method of production for my
research. There were a number of reasons for this decision.
First, I wanted my process to be able to visualize the definition of
hybridity. Impling my own abstracted definition of hybridity: A+B=C,
each exposed screen metaphorically becomes A or B. Finding successful
combinations with those limited elements was the main reason for
using this printing technique. Another reason was the limitation of
physical craft. Producing work digitally has fewer apparent limitations
when making changes in size, color, effect, layers, etc. than does physical
craft. However, craft has many overt limitations even with those
small decisions. I wanted to take advantage of the limitations that screen
printing provided. They allowed me to make more cautious decisions
at every stage of the process. More importantly they became parameters
to develop my systematic printing procedure. The last reason that
I primarily used screen printing in my research was the beauty of color
that only it can produce. Richness and vividness of screen printing
inks can never be produced when printed digitally.

27

Hybrid Screen Printing Ⅰ
Screen printing generally requires well-practiced techniques in order to
produce multiple, identical prints. It was not only a visual exploration,
but also a technical challenge, as I had no previous experience with
screen printing. I exposed two screens each with highly abstract shapes.
One was comprised of sixteen circles in four rows and the other was
a box with thin diagonal stripes. They were very simple shapes that
I could instantly create clear combinations.
I layered the two screens in various directions to print the shapes
as differently as possible. In this way, each screen became the element
of a hybrid process, and different variations of prints were the results
of the hybridity.
I made twelve different variations with two different abstract shapes.
A range of results were created based on the angle or position of the
layers. Even though there was not much dynamic change between the
results, the density, simplicity and visual movement were unique.
Happily, it opened the possibility for my ideas to be explored in
additional diverse ways.
I trimmed equally sized square frames out of the resulting prints.
These frames were then layered randomly. The resulting compositions
were more visually striking than I originally intended. It was my first
accidental moment that I stumbler upon a hybrid. Eureka!
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Hybrid Screen Printing Ⅱ
After the first test, I screen printed another series of prints. I wanted the
next step to produce more variety than the previous test. I created forms
with stripes and halftones with different abstracted forms. I overlaid
multiple screens randomly in different layers and positions. Some
results had optical illusions or 3D-like visual effects. Each result had its
own unique visual effect. It matched my initial goal to create as many
possibilities with a limited number of elements.
I made frames of geometric forms to continue the idea of framing that
I discovered in the last experiment. I overlaid frames over the prints
and photographed them. Whenever I recaptured the results with frames,
it created different visual languages. It allowed me to find and focus
any visual effect which might not have caught my eyes before it was
cropped. I wanted to continue to explore recapturing prints with
geometric frames for future exploration. Because I predicted the action
of revisualizing the image, I realized it might be a possible procedure
for finding successfully hybridity.
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cropped. I wanted to continue to explore recapturing prints with
geometric frames for future exploration. Because I predicted the action
of revisualizing the image, I realized it might be a possible procedure
for finding successfully hybridity.
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Hybrid Screen Printing Ⅲ
The two previous experiments were composed only with abstracted
geometric form and limited color. I wanted to explore more with
different graphic elements, such as photos, images, or type. I randomly
chose elements that I wanted to explore. Because I was in the process of
developing my own systematic printing procedure, I did not focus on
the content of the elements. I printed selected elements in various ways
with a wider variety of color. I tried to mimic the same process that
I had used from the previous experiment. The results showed me
interesting technical effects such as creating different forms or colors.
I was able to conclude that it was not a successful experiment. I examined results to find the reason of the unsuccessfulness. One of the
main reasons was that different graphical elements were not my own.
Because the original graphic elements were created by others, the
elements already had their own strong visual language and message.
They did not have anything in common with each other, which lead
to chaos in visual communication. I found that it was not only the visual
element, but also the visual content that determines successful hybridity.
Another reason for the unsuccessfulness was that I limited images by
cropping them to the same size. When I printed by overlapping multiple
screens at different angles, each print resulted in different sizes. I did
not consider the different sizes of the final results, but cropped every
print into the same sized squares. I learned that I need to be more aware
of every possibility that I might encounter during my research, so that
I could develop a stronger systematic printing procedure.
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Hybrid Screen Printing Ⅳ
After the third experiment, I thought I needed to have a more solid
system for my future printing procedure. Because of the lessons that
I learned from the previous experiments, I wanted to develop my fourth
experiment using stronger content. However, I found this to be a dead
end. I decided to go back to abstracted forms, to focus on developing
a systematic printing procedure.
I arranged triangles in many different patterns including different sizes,
solid forms, half-tones, and outlines. Each pattern was exposed on
a separate screen. Working with two patterns at a time, I laid one on top
of another one at a consistent angle and the other was rotated at
different angles. This process became my own systematic printing
procedure. While printing, I did not worry too much about which
ones were successful, but kept producing the work. This process
transferred my abstracted definition of hybridity: A+B. After printing
every possible configuration in the systematic approach I developed,
I evaluated prints for success. Not every combination of patterns was
successful, but I found that there were many happy accidents that
I was not able to predict. It created many different visual effects in color,
form, and pattern. I found these effects were more successful than
previous experiments with similar effects. I think it was because the
relations between the elements were different in each experiment.
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Denied Prints
After the third experiment (Hybrid Screen Printing Ⅲ), I thought
I should try to find alternative ways to make prints more successful.
One of the reasons for the unsuccessfulness of my third experiment was
that each element was too strong in its visual message, each overpowered the other. I decided to combine the leftover paper windows as
I did in the first experiment. Those windows had only visually pleasing
effects. I layered them randomly using only my intuition to determine
the sequence. It created attractive combinations of visual effects.
Each effect was not attractive on its own, but layers of them showed
successful hybridity. Additionally, it was not only layers of different
visual effects, but also layers of my previous process. I named these
pieces Denied Prints because it was made from leftover paper windows
that I had not planned on using.
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Document of Process
From the third experiment I developed a sheet of ‘make-ready’ on
newsprint where I printed every first pull of my screen printing
experiments. I wondered how an unintentional action can play a role
when finding successful hybridity. Vivid colored patterns, images
and forms were overlaid on each other, creating a depth with solid and
flat elements. It was also a visual documentation of my process.
Layers of unintentional elements in different positions, angles and
colors started to show a completely different visual result, creating
hybrid effects.
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Screen Test
I collaborated with two fellow graduate students to create a project for
the 2014 New York Art Book Fair. My team decided to produce a zine
we titled ‘Screen Tests.’ The idea was to use ordinary screen-like-objects
to print the zine. My team searched thrift stores to find these screenlike-objects and tested their capacity to make prints. We made many
experiments and carefully selected a few methods that seemed to
work and decided to set a limitation of color, which resulted in our
creating a monochromatic zines using variations of the color orange.
We developed our final design through experiment and discussion.
The final document was an 8-page zine composed of different sized
signatures that when unfolded became 3 different sized posters.
Each poster was printed with different screens using different techniques. This project was not necessarily an exploration of hybridity.
However it eventually became a hybrid publication, because we created
the zine by reusing old screens that were not supposed to be made
for printing. Old metal screen, stove screen, bamboo nets were
re-purposed to create something new. Additionally, our decisions were
made when results was showing any unexpected forms and effects
were printed on the paper.
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Screen Test
I collaborated with two fellow graduate students to create a project for
the 2014 New York Art Book Fair. My team decided to produce a zine
we titled Screen Test. The idea was to use ordinary screen-like objects
to print the zine. My team searched thrift stores to find these screenlike objects and tested their capacity to make prints. We made many
experiments and carefully selected a few methods that seemed to work
and decided to set a limitation of color, which resulted in our creating
monochromatic zines using variations of the color orange. We developed
our final design through experiment and discussion. The final document
was an 8-page zine composed of different sized signatures that when
unfolded became three different sized posters. Each poster was printed
with different screens using different techniques. This project was not
necessarily an exploration of hybridity. However it eventually became
a hybrid publication, because we created the zine by reusing old screens
that were not supposed to be made for printing. Old metal screen, stove
screen, bamboo nets were re-purposed to create something new.
Additionally, our decisions were guided by finding unexpected forms—
that didn’t exist in the original sreens—in the print test results.
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Graphic Hybridity (MFA Thesis Exhibition)
I wanted my final work to sum-up my research nicely and present it
at the MFA Show. Through the journey looking for successful hybridity,
I came to understand that not only visual language, but also content
needs to be creatively related.
I decided to use my soon to be born son as a metaphor for hybridity.
This small life is not only a hybrid of my husband and myself, but he will
also be a hybrid of two different cultures and languages, South Korean
and American. He will be an unique individual as a hybrid result of his
own circumstances: gene, nationality and language. I have assigned each
characteristic a different abstracted symbol. These different forms
communicates different visual languages in each pieces as they combine
and collaborate with each other in my systematic printing procedure.
To explain this process more clearly, I made hybrid zines. The collation
could be customized so that each zine becomes hybridized by the
viewers. I created 6 unfolded spreads for each category of gene, nationality and language. Each spread was visualized with abstracted forms
under each of the topic. Whichever way a viewer folds and combines
the loose spreads, abstracted forms on each of the pages are connected
and created a completely new visual form. I planned this zine idea not
only to explain the content, but also to help viewers understand the
idea of hybridity. I was curious about what possibilities of hybridized
forms the viewers might make. In order to get some feedback, I asked
the viewers to upload their favorite spread on their instagram with
a hashtag: #graphichybridity. Whenever a newly uploaded image
was tagged with this hashtag it appeared in the feed shown on the TV
display on an adjacent wall in the gallery. My show was not only
about presenting my research, but also receiving new feedback from
the viewers.
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communicates different visual languages in each pieces as they combine
and collaborate with each other in my systematic printing procedure.
To explain this process more clearly, I made hybrid zines. The collation
could be customized so that each zine becomes hybridized by the
viewers. I created 6 unfolded spreads for each category of gene, nationality and language. Each spread was visualized with abstracted forms
under each of the topic. Whichever way a viewer folds and combines
the loose spreads, abstracted forms on each of the pages are connected
and created a completely new visual form. I planned this zine idea not
only to explain the content, but also to help viewers understand the
idea of hybridity. I was curious about what possibilities of hybridized
forms the viewers might make. In order to get some feedback, I asked
the viewers to upload their favorite spread on their instagram with
a hashtag: #graphichybridity. Whenever a newly uploaded image
was tagged with this hashtag it appeared in the feed shown on the TV
display on an adjacent wall in the gallery. My show was not only
about presenting my research, but also receiving new feedback from
the viewers.
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Graphic Hybridity (MFA Thesis Exhibition)
I wanted my final work to sum-up my research nicely and present it
at the MFA Show. Through the journey looking for successful hybridity,
I came to understand that not only visual language, but also content
needs to be creatively related.
I decided to use my soon to be born son as a metaphor for hybridity.
This small life is not only a hybrid of my husband and myself, but he will
also be a hybrid of two different cultures and languages, South Korean
and American. He will be an unique individual as a hybrid result of his
own circumstances: gene, nationality and language. I have assigned each
characteristic a different abstracted symbol. These different forms
communicates different visual languages in each pieces as they combine
and collaborate with each other in my systematic printing procedure.
To explain this process more clearly, I made hybrid zines. The collation
could be customized so that each zine becomes hybridized by the
viewers. I created 6 unfolded spreads for each category of gene, nationality and language. Each spread was visualized with abstracted forms
under each of the topic. Whichever way a viewer folds and combines
the loose spreads, abstracted forms on each of the pages are connected
and created a completely new visual form. I planned this zine idea not
only to explain the content, but also to help viewers understand the
idea of hybridity. I was curious about what possibilities of hybridized
forms the viewers might make. In order to get some feedback, I asked
the viewers to upload their favorite spread on their instagram with
a hashtag: #graphichybridity. Whenever a newly uploaded image
was tagged with this hashtag it appeared in the feed shown on the TV
display on an adjacent wall in the gallery. My show was not only
about presenting my research, but also receiving new feedback from
the viewers.
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Graphic Hybridity (MFA Thesis Exhibition)
I wanted my final work to sum-up my research nicely and present it
at the MFA Show. Through the journey looking for successful hybridity,
I came to understand that not only visual language, but also content
needs to be creatively related.
I decided to use my soon to be born son as a metaphor for hybridity.
This small life is not only a hybrid of my husband and myself, but he will
also be a hybrid of two different cultures and languages, South Korean
and American. He will be an unique individual as a hybrid result of his
own circumstances: gene, nationality and language. I have assigned each
characteristic a different abstracted symbol. These different forms
communicates different visual languages in each pieces as they combine
and collaborate with each other in my systematic printing procedure.
To explain this process more clearly, I made hybrid zines. The collation
could be customized so that each zine becomes hybridized by the
viewers. I created 6 unfolded spreads for each category of gene, nationality and language. Each spread was visualized with abstracted forms
under each of the topic. Whichever way a viewer folds and combines
the loose spreads, abstracted forms on each of the pages are connected
and created a completely new visual form. I planned this zine idea not
only to explain the content, but also to help viewers understand the
idea of hybridity. I was curious about what possibilities of hybridized
forms the viewers might make. In order to get some feedback, I asked
the viewers to upload their favorite spread on their instagram with
a hashtag: #graphichybridity. Whenever a newly uploaded image
was tagged with this hashtag it appeared in the feed shown on the TV
display on an adjacent wall in the gallery. My show was not only
about presenting my research, but also receiving new feedback from
the viewers.
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Graphic Hybridity (MFA Thesis Exhibition)
I wanted my final work to sum-up my research nicely and present it
at the MFA Thesis Exhibition. Through the journey of looking for
successful hybridity, I came to understand that not only visual language,
but also content needs to be creatively related.
I decided to use my soon to be born son as a metaphor for hybridity.
This small life is not only a hybrid of my husband and myself, but he will
also be a hybrid of two different cultures and languages, South Korean
and American. He will be a unique individual as a hybrid result of his
own circumstances: genetics, nationality and language.
To explain this process more clearly, I made hybrid zines. The collation
could be customized so that each zine becomes hybridized by the
viewers. I created 6 unfolded spreads for each category of genetics,
nationality and language. Each spread was visualized with abstracted
forms under each of the topics. Whichever way a viewer folds and
combines the loose spreads, abstracted forms on each of the pages
connect and created a completely new visual form. I planned this zine
idea not only to explain the content, but also to help viewers understand
the idea of hybridity. I was curious about what possibilities of hybridized forms the viewers might make. In order to get feedback, I asked
the viewers to take a picture and upload their favorite spread to their
Instagram account using the hashtag #graphichybridity. Whenever
a newly uploaded image was tagged with this hashtag it appeared in the
feed shown on the display on an adjacent wall in the gallery. My show
was not only about presenting my research, but also educating viewer
about hybridity, as well as receiving new feedback from them.
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Through my journey, I found that there are

memory library. It is the designer’s job to

three different important points that

create an innovative work by connecting and

determine the success of hybridity:

rearranging those dots. This opens an

creativity, intuition and serendipity.

opportunity for many designers to incorporate hybridity into their design. When two

Creativity

or more dots from a designer’s memory

Creativity is an essential element for success-

library are connected, there is a moment

ful hybridity in design, but not every creative

when electrical signals are sparking. This

work will show hybridity. People generally say

hybrid sparking from the connection of dots

‘it is very creative’ when an idea gives viewers

has different signals. It can be a challenging

an “a-ha!” moment—when an idea has solved

thought, a unique encountering of materials,

a problem or given new insight. Creativity

or delivering stories or humor.

is defined as the tendency to generate or
recognize ideas, alternatives, or possibilities
that may be useful in solving problems,
communicating with others, or entertaining
ourselves and others.7 When hybridity is
a mixture, a creative hybridity is a successful
result of combinations. It has its own
uniqueness and communicates differently
than other results.
Creativity is just connecting things. When
you ask creative people how they did something, they feel a little guilty because they
didn’t really do it, they just saw something.
It seemed obvious to them after a while.
That’s because they were able to connect
experiences they’ve had and synthesize new
things. And the reason they were able to do
that was that they’ve had more experiences or they have thought more about their
experiences than other people.8
I think what Apple Computer founder Steve
Jobs was saying about creativity is very
important because the hybrid effect in graphic
design can be found during this connecting
and rearranging process. Any experience
a designer has remains myriad dots in one’s
113

Figure 03. Kaoru Mende. 2000. Anniversary Matches.

“Producing something new from scratch is
creative, but making the known unknown is
also an act of creation.” writes Kenya Hara in
his book, Designing Design.9 He gives an
example of Kaoru Mende’s Anniversary
Matches(Figure 03). Mende redesigned
a match by coating natural twigs with
a combustible substance. Mende shows how
a redesigned match is a simple connection
between two different materials, but gives
us a very powerful message and impression.
Hara explains that it asks us to consider
the relationship between humans and fire,
which spans tens of thousands of years,
letting our imagination run through time over
our ancestors.10 Mende simply connected two

material dots that are already widely known,

environment.”11 They created hybridity

Finding serendipity cannot be the only

elements does not guarantee successful

and they sparked a strong message and

by connecting two dots: an everyday object

element for successful hybridity. Because it

hybridity. In order to get a successful one,

aesthetically pleasing result. I think this

and a memorable scene of nature. An

can never be planned, hybridity is more like

I would also need go through many failures

works as successful hybridity by combining

ordinary pulling action was changed into

a happy accident—nobody knows what to

and predictability. The more I tried different

artificial and natural subjects. Like Hara’s

a unique one. “It delivers strong environ-

expect. It allows us to expect the unexpected.

possibilities, the closer I got to building

argument, creativity is valuing something by

mental imagery—despite language barriers,

“Hybridity is a risky notion.

my own systematic printing procedure.

way of a different perspective: whether it is

cultural differences, and geographic distance,

It comes without guarantees. Rather than

As I continued my own printing procedure,

creating something completely new or the

rain clouds are understood by people all

a single idea or a unitary concept, hybridity

I was able to produce more work freely

act of recreating.

around the world.”

is an association of ideas, concepts, and

without being stressed to find happy

them that at once reinforce and contradict

accidents.

12

These two examples are not intentionally

each other.”

13

developed under the umbrella of hybridity.

Figure 04, 05. Caitlind r.c. Brown, and Wayne Garrett.
2012. CLOUD. http://incandescentcloud.com/

Another example is a creative work named
CLOUD by Caitlind r.c. Brown and Wayne
Garrett. “It is an interactive sculpture created
from 6,000 incandescent light bulbs. The
piece utilizes pull string switches and everyday domestic light bulbs, re-imagining their
potential to catalyze collaborative moments

What makes serendipity valuable? It is hard

These artists connected multiple dots from

Since serendipity can never be planned, the

to give a precise criteria to judge the success

their memory libraries and created

possibility of finding successful hybridity

of serendipity, as every artist or designer has

a completely different visual language and

is proportional to the amount of work pro-

their own process to evaluate their work.

message.

duced. I found that this point can be defended

In my case, it was mostly technical serendipit-

by Karel Marten’s working process.

ies that occured during my printing

Serendipity

His experiments are by way of being

procedure, including the unexpected but

Sometimes hybridity can not be planned, but

tryouts. They spring from a playfulness

visually pleasant appearance of colors, forms

can be found from somewhere unexpected

which does not advertise itself but is the

and optical illusions. I believe it is the maker

or through an accidental encounter. In the

product of the pleasure of doing. He tries

who determines the successfulness. The

design process, I plan things ahead: what is

something new in every issue of Oase, and

judgement of one’s work can be found only

the idea behind it, what kind of style will

looking at the issues that have appeared

when a maker deeply observes the work, and

I work toward, or what type of printing

so far we see that he makes as many ingre-

seeks to find value from the creation.

method I will use? Even with careful plans,

dients variable as possible. It is a game that

Polymath-surgeon Sir Henry Souttar Beve-

there are moments that I find unexpected,

is played for a stake. This playful pleasure

ridge captured the single most important

valuable hybrid moments. Looking deeply

puts into perspective the undiminished

condition for cultivating a capacity for

into the definition of the word, hybridity:

moralism which spices his designs, and

chance discovery: it is the content of the

bringing together multiple things to make

thwarts his scrupulous design ethic.

observer’s brain, accumulated by years of

14

something new reveals to us why it is

work, that makes possible the moment

valuable. When we say ‘something new,’

During my earlier research, I did many

it means more about possibilities in result

screen printing experiments. I layered

rather than a juxtaposition. I think finding

multiple screens of forms, photos and colors

I think the judgement over the success

serendipity is another way to define success-

to produce different possibilities. It gave me

when facing serendipity is made by the

ful hybridity. Because the purpose of finding

various results to explore, but not every result

maker’s intuition.

hybridity is more about different possibilities

was successful. Some of the prints were too

than having repeatable results.

predictable, or others were not aesthetically
pleasing. From the research, I have learned

and create an enveloping, experiential

that adding, mixing, or combining multiple
114
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of triumph.15

Intuition

possibilities can be found. Intuition—the

of printing layers—made a huge difference

The decision to divide what is successful from

because at bottom intuition is about the

more experience one has, the better one can

between the results. Many of them were tech-

what is a failure is mostly driven by my

brain’s ability to pick up on certain

decide. They are three strong legs for a stool

nical issues of printing that were obstructing

aesthetic intuition. I believe most designers

recurring patterns; the more we are

of successful hybridity. Not only do they

my printing process. When my printing did

make intuitive decisions regularly. Dutch

exposed to a particular domain of activity

hold up the hybridity, but they also support

not work, I complained about the difficulty of

graphic designer Karel Martens says that

the more familiar we become with the

each other. Without any one, none of these

screen printing. As I continued many different

there are two different types of choices to

relevant patterns, and the more and faster

other elements can exist. Only the diligence of

printing experiments, I found that those small

make: rational and emotional.

our brains generate heuristic solutions to

a designer can make better hybrid value in

decisions became the elements of my hybrid

Like much in life—designing is making

the problem we happen to be facing within

one’s design.

printing procedure.

choices. Choices from an often large num-

that domain.17

ber of possibilities and in the light of

My journey to find what makes successful

There were many unrecognized factors that

an analysis of the job and an idea of the

During my earlier research, my intuition

hybridity was slow but dynamic. It started

were guiding my procedure—creativity,

audience. During this process both rational

played a big role. I was consistently producing

with a consistent eagerness to create some-

serendipity and intuition. In the beginning,

and emotional considerations are in play.

prints with my systematic printing procedure.

thing new and creative. This eagerness led

I did not know what they were or how

Rational factors tend to be distilled out

It was my intuition however that determined

me to carry on the research throughout my

I would encounter them. When I realized that

of the job itself and can also be determined

which form went where, how I laid a screen

time in the graduate program.

those unrecognized factors were making huge

through the constraints and possibilities

over another one, or when I should stop

that the techniques of production offer.

the procedure for certain prints. Not only

I remember the first step of my research

that they were the primary elements for

Emotional aspects are a more delicate

during my procedure, but also when

was very blurry. I only anticipated that there

successful hybridity. While they are also

matter, because they are more subjective.16

I critiqued my work as to whether it was

would be a number of possibilities to explore

necessary in many other design disciplines for

differences in the results, I began to think

successful or not. I was able to make intuitive

for my research. I abstracted the notion of

better results, I found that they are essential

I believe design cannot be taught beyond

decisions because of the experience I had

hybridity as A+B, and transferred the idea

conditions for successful hybridity. It is

a certain point. Design education provides

from the previous process, such as rerouting

into the screen printing process by multiply-

because hybridity begins by connecting,

students enough knowledge to help make

from the failure or finding serendipity.

ing different screens as hybrid elements.

combining, mixing or joining multiple things

better choices for their creating action.

This is how I started to develop my prints.

together. Those actions do not necessarily

However, their design ability differs from

Conclusion

It began with a simple idea—creating diverse

make valuable results on their own. But

student to student. I think it is because each

Hybridity in graphic design can be interpreted

visual results with limited elements. This was

creativty, serendipity and intuition

one has their own intuition. This is why

from many different perspectives. Whether

the main idea that I tried to keep consistently

were found in successful hybridity.

I think intuition cannot be taught, but can

it is a mixture of different materials or

throughout many printing projects.

be learned.

techniques, there are infinite possibilities for
hybridity in graphic design to work. In my

I believe that I have succeeded in keeping

Massimo Pigliucci, relays his thoughts about

research, I have tried to find what makes

the main idea—using each screen as hybrid

intuition in his book, Answers for Aristotle.

successful hybridity with many different

element. From the first screen printing

Intuition is a domain-specific ability, so

forms and colors by screen printing. I found

experiment until the last, I consistently

that people can be very intuitive about one

that they were creativity, serendipity and

have tried to find the most possibilities and

thing and just as clueless as the average

intuition. They have very similar features:

variety. The idea was very simple, but putting

person about pretty much everything else.

Creativity—the more dots a personal library

it into action as printing was not easy. Every

Moreover, intuitions get better with prac-

has, the better the creativity can be. Seren-

little decision—such as size, color, position,

tice—especially with a lot of practice—

dipity—the more work one makes, the more

thickness of the ink, choice of the paper, order
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This book opened my eyes about how people—including myself—

While I was seeking a different approach to hybridity beyond a visual
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aspect, I discovered Agamben’s philosophically deep essay. He explains
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